Ebook Central and Syndetics Unbound

Connect researchers to content they may not know exists
Students and researchers are in constant
pursuit of better, faster ways to access
relevant resources and find answers. That’s
why libraries who use the Academic Complete
ebook subscription get the added value of
Syndetics Unbound enrichment elements.
How Syndetics Unbound Benefits Libraries
Who Use Ebook Central

•

Helps readers find relevant content directly
from the Ebook Central “book detail” page

•

Encourages interaction with a library’s
ebooks by simplifying access to related
content–exploring a new title is as simple
as clicking on the cover image

•

Inspires users to evaluate titles by
highlighting additional information, like
reader reviews

•

Promotes the discovery and usage of your
library’s Ebook Central holdings
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What is Syndetics Unbound?
Syndetics Unbound changes the look and feel of your
existing catalog or discovery layer with interactive
elements like reviews, recommendations, author
details and more. Our metadata is powered by
Bowker®, the world’s leading authority for bibliographic
and publisher information. We’ve also partnered with
LibraryThing for professionally vetted social and
recommendations data.
Get details on Syndetics Unbound:
https://proquest.syndetics.com/
What is Academic Complete?
ProQuest’s flagship ebook subscription, Academic
Complete offers libraries an affordable, critical mass of
approximately 150,000+ multidisciplinary ebooks with
unlimited, multi-user access, powerful research tools
and DRM-free chapter downloads.
Download the brochure: http://bit.ly/2GLHAwD

Now Available on the Ebook Central “Book Detail” Page”:
“You May Also Like”:
On-the-spot
recommendations based on
your library’s Ebook Central
holdings—guiding users to
relevant, related content
directly from the Ebook
Central book detail page.

About the author:
More information about
the author, including a
biography and photo.

Resources For
College Libraries:
Denotes titles specially
curated by ACRL/Choice
subject specialists.

Reader reviews:
More than 1.5 million
vetted reader reviews from
LibraryThing members.

Altmetric:
A badge that will help
researchers by
demonstrating the reach
and influence of work. This
feature promotes credibility
of the content and
showcase interactions.

Awards:
Honors a book has received
–also helps readers find
other highly awarded titles
in the library’s holdings.

Tags:
Clickable tags that can
be combined or filtered to
hone in on the subjects
and categories you want
to explore. Based on over
131 million tags created
by LibraryThing members,
tags are vetted by librarians
for quality.

Drive Usage with Brilliant Virtual Book Displays
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Create eye-catching virtual displays that promote your
collections and encourage usage. Academic Complete
and Syndetics Unbound customers can use the Book
Display Widget to build graphics they post to their
library’s website, Facebook, Twitter, email newsletters
and more. Highlight key content like award winners or
popular subject areas–and bring users to your library!
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